Adolfo Correa
Freelancer

adolfocorrean@gmail.com
http://www.adolfocorrea.com

My name is Adolfo Correa, I live in Santiago de Chile where I am a student of graphic
design at Universidad de Chile, it is here where I discovered my passion for illustration
and typography which I've tried to put into each one of my projects as a freelancer.
I don't have a defined style because to me it's more rewarding to experiment with all
techniques and styles as possible, seeking to transmit personally but always in a playful
and colorfulway. This is my search around graphics, playing around the best way to show
different content and experiment as much as i can. variety is what I seek.
I think the work and patience are what i use more when it comes to sit down and design,
because filling a blank sheet of paper is always a challenge when there is no passion and
dedication.
I'm just starting in this agitated world of design and hopefully i will keep learning so that
later on i will have ability to preform work that may surprise and be enjoyed visually, and
get a good contract
EXPERIENCE
Santiago, Chile

Feb 2009

Adolfo Correa Studio
Freelancer

Working as a freelancer to the worlwide on my design studio based in Santiago de Chile.

Santiago, Chile

Aug 2011

Santiago de Chile

Jun 2010

Doblegiro

Art Director / Designer

Believe

Motion Design & VFX
making my pre-practice extraordinary as Art Director.

EDUCATION
Santiago de Chile

Mar 2007 – Dec 2012

Universidad de Chile

I'm a graphic design student at Universidad de Chile.

AWARDS
May 2008

Universidad de Chile & Embassy of France
First place in the contest

Jun 2011

Pixelations
Speaker

LANGUAGES
Spanish (Native), English (Advanced)

FEATURED, BOOKS,
MAGAZINES &
EXHIBITIONS
SPEAKER:
- Speaker at Pixelations Visual Tour (Córdoba, Argentina)
BOOKS:
- Typography Today (Book by Art power)
- Logo Design 3 (Book by TASCHEN)
- Typography 2 (Book by zeixs, Germany)
- Baetulona Book (Brrothers, Spain)
- International Design Year Book 2011
- Grow by hands (Book by Art power)
MAGAZINES:
- IDN Magazine (Hong Kong, Worlwide)
- Advanced Photoshop (UK magazine)
- Revista Letra Media (Chile)
Exhibitions:
- Baetulona Proyect (Barcelona, Madrid, Mar del plata, among others)
- Dacs, EXPOSÉ (Columbia, EE.UU)
- Type it! (Plátano Rock Festival, Islas Canarias)
FEATURED:
- Typography Served
- Typo/graphic Posters
- DesignTaxi (portfolio of the week)
- DAHRA Gallery (Designers against human rights abuse)
- Psd+Tuts (100 artworks from the top 20 digital artist in Latinamerica)

